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Abstract
This paper thoroughly examines the production of the thesis film, Covered.
Writing, production design, cinematography, editing, sound, technology, workflow, and
direction are discussed with attention to how each uniquely contributed to the story. In
an effort to objectively critique the finished film, feedback from test audiences will be
examined.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A successful film leads an audience in the exploration of a timely theme,
presented as a riveting story played out through the genuine performances of its actors. It
was with this spirit that I chose to tell, in my thesis film, a dramatic story that explored
the themes of family, trust, and loyalty. The dramatic genre provided the means to
challenge my skills as a writer and aspiring director, testing my ability to create
convincing characters on paper, and then to mold the actors’ performances on the set, so
that the audience would be drawn to the world I had created. The purpose of this paper is
to discuss the production of my thesis film, Covered, including descriptions of the actions
I took, as well as explanations of the thought processes that were behind decisions I
made. I will evaluate the effectiveness of my work and whether or not I achieved my
goal of creating a convincing, dramatic story told without the use of devices.
A brief look at my student film resume reveals a strong preference for the
comedic film. I have enjoyed creating films that make audiences laugh. In the comedic
film, audience feedback is immediate and certain; if they laugh, the film is successful.
My first production at the University of New Orleans, Anatomy of a Comeback (2007),
was a story about a failed TV actor who was trying to make ends meet by accepting small
jobs that capitalized on his past TV popularity. In the story, he unwittingly provides a
fledgling game show with its new catch phrase, triggering his comeback into the realm of
the celebrity elite. My second production, Friends Forever (2008), featured a young
magazine writer whose editor gives her a last minute chance to write the cover story for
the latest issue. She must juggle the difficult task of writing with an impending deadline,
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as well as assist her best friend, who has just been dumped by her boyfriend. The two
women use their combined experiences to write a touching article about relationships that
is so well received by the magazine’s editor and readers that it spring boards the two
women to fame and fortune.
These films define the kind of movies I have enjoyed making. Both are upbeat
comedies that end with the characters greatly improving their circumstances as a result
their own initiative. These films also share two traits common to my early films, voice
over and animation. I relied on both elements extensively to explain gaps in my stories,
rather than taking the time to write a complete story, one that had no gaps. I used
narration because it was easier than creating situations in which important information
was shown rather than told. As I matured as a writer, I realized my use of narration and
quick animation interludes was a crutch to make up for poor story telling on my part.
In his book, On Directing Film, David Mamet says of narration, “…the less you
narrate, the more the audience is going to say, ‘Wow what is going to happen next?’”
(71). It was this quote that provided the direction for my thesis film. I determined to
write a carefully structured story, with fully developed characters that would need no
crutch in order to entertain an audience.
In my search for ideas, I focused on a true incident that happened in a suburb of
my home town. The incident involved a teenager, who was accused of drug trafficking,
but his father was able to cover up his involvement. While the father was successful in
the cover up, one year later the boy was murdered by the other drug dealers involved in
the crime. I used this event to shape my story, Covered.
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In order to create a story that could more deeply explore the theme of family, I
wanted the main character to be a mother who discovered a piece of evidence that proved
her son guilty of a murder. As she faced this horrible situation, she was forced to
evaluate her crumbled relationship with her son, and admit her failures as a mother.
Realizing that her son was all she had, she chose to save him, rather than turn him over to
the police.
Production design was used to create locations that emphasized specific traits of
the characters, and hence, added to the film’s effectiveness. While the son only appeared
in one brief scene, the design of his bedroom, with model airplanes and baseball trophies
decorating the walls, showed that he had not grown up. The mother’s office and home
were designed to convey her sense of need for organization and control.
The cinematography of the film built on the production design. Shots were
created in order to manipulate the emotions of the audience during the progression of the
story. The camera only moved to emphasize key emotional moments of the film, as in
the mother’s heartfelt monologue near the end, when she recalled her son’s unconditional
love for her. Shot decisions, including the use of a low key lighting set up, were
successful in making locations appear uncomfortable and threatening.
The goal in editing was to fine tune the pacing of action and actors’ performances,
so the audience would be constantly drawn into the story. Ineffective dialogue was
removed, so that the lines that remained were critical to the development of the story.
Only performances that were essential to the audience’s understanding of the story made
the final cut.
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The sound in the film was used to emphasize how alone Carol was in the story.
Key sound effects added a sense of surprise and mystery to critical scenes. The somber
music, made up of subdued string instruments, underscored key emotional moments in
the film.
The film was shot on the Panasonic HVX-200 so that a professional looking
image could be achieved. Because it was important to achieve an emotional response
from the audience, it was essential to minimize potential technical shortcomings that
could have destroyed audience engagement. This was achieved through the use of
various software programs, including Avid Media Composer and Steinberg Nuendo.
Inspiration for the story, Covered, came from several movies that dealt with
similar themes. Ordinary People (Robert Redford, 1980) provided a view of a family
struggling to repair their relationships while trying to cope with the death of a son. In the
Valley of Elah (Paul Haggis, 2007) featured a father who was attempting to solve the
murder of his son as a way to posthumously make up for years of neglect.
Audience perception of the film was evaluated during several test screenings in
which members of the audience completed comment cards, tailored for the movie. The
audiences were made up of people of varying ages and genders. Audience feedback was
the primary factor used in making editing decisions.
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Chapter 2
Writing
In a broad sense, the screenplay explores the mother-son relationship under
extreme circumstances. Specifically, it focuses on maternal love, existing in the
background of a strained and superficial mother-son relationship, and how this love
impacts a mother’s decision to act.
One of the challenges in writing this screenplay was to create a situation that
forced the mother, Carol, to make a very tough choice in deciding to protect her son,
Austin. Her struggle with the decision is the core of the story, and, as such, it had to
create significant uncertainty for the audience as to what she would ultimately choose to
do.
Whether or not to cover her son’s involvement in a murder forced her to decide if
her son was worth saving. She had to acknowledge her empty, damaged relationship
with him, and, in her act of covering for him, she embraced him, and attempted to make
amends for her failure as a mother.
The viciousness of the son’s act would, under normal circumstances, lead an
audience to reject any character who attempted to help him. But, by transforming the
mother’s act of covering up a crime for her son into a heartfelt attempt to save him, the
audience could feel sympathy for her, without breaking a moral code.
Robert Mckee said in his book Story, “Skill in exposition means making it
invisible.” (149) To avoid using narration, exposition and conflict had to be shown
through action. Each setting allowed the characters to communicate to the audience who
they were. In the first act of the film, Carol was at her workplace, where she was faced
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with a decision as to whether or not to fire a teacher who had committed a minor offense.
In this setting, Carol was able to establish herself as someone who was unbending
regarding enforcing rules. She was shown to be in a position of power, and the audience
could infer that she had worked hard to get to her position. The audience could also infer
that she sacrificed her family life in climbing the career ladder.
In order to make Carol’s later struggle with breaking the law more intense, it was
necessary to show her in this scene as someone who routinely would not ignore even
minor rule infractions. The scene showed that even though the young teacher explained
her mistake was common place and could be easily overlooked, Carol fired her.
The relationship between Carol and Austin was also established in this scene.
Throughout the meeting with the teacher, Carol was interrupted by her secretary with the
message that her son was on the phone. Carol refused the call multiple times, even with
the knowledge that the call was urgent. Her behavior suggested that she viewed calls
from her son as trivial matters, and that nothing concerning him could be more urgent
than her work. The phone call was the inciting incident for Carol because it established
her initial problem; her son was in jail.
In the second scene, a police station hallway, Carol was provided with the cold,
hard facts of the situation through a lawyer she hired. The police station served as an
effective location because it removed Carol from her comfort zone and raised the stakes
of the story. The police force was established as an obstacle Carol had to face, and
presented her with the real possibility that her son was in serious trouble.
The scene began with Carol sitting alone in a long hallway, which emphasized her
isolation and loneliness. The lawyer, Greg Nowak, then entered, sat next to Carol, and
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informed her that her son was merely being questioned by the police, but had not been
charged with a crime. He also told her that Austin would most likely be released the next
day.
A lawyer was a logical character for communicating this critical information,
because attorneys are generally viewed as authoritative and knowledgeable figures, and
would immediately be trusted by the audience to report only the facts. He also provided
a means for Carol to reveal how she was feeling through their interaction.
Although this scene appeared to be simple and straightforward, it was crucial in
the broad scope of the story. It established Carol’s goal as finding a way to get her son
out of jail. Since it seemed that Austin would be released the next day, the obvious
solution for Carol was to do nothing. The scene revealed the murdered victim to be
someone Carol knew, which should make her final decision more difficult. However,
most importantly for the story, the scene established that there was neither evidence nor
eye witness accounts that tied Austin to this crime. When Carol later discovered the
murder weapon, she held the only piece of evidence that could connect her son to the
crime. His fate was completely in her hands.
In the original script, Carol grieved openly in this scene for the murdered girl,
whom she knew very well. While this connection with the victim would have made
Carol’s ultimate choice more complicated, it would have also served to vilify Carol.
Since the story is about maternal love and restoration of the mother-son relationship,
attempts to humanize the victim were abandoned. Carol’s relationship to the victim was
shown simply through a photograph that she held in her hand in a later scene.
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The story continued when Carol was granted permission to see her son for a
moment in a holding room. A nondescript room was selected for this scene, so that focus
would be maintained on Carol and Austin. The room mirrored the relationship between
the two, as it was an uncomfortable setting in which the characters were forced to
position themselves across a table from each other. The distance between mother and son
was emphasized in the physical set up of the scene, as well as in the dialogue.
Carol asked Austin for his version of the story and was given an account that
matched what the lawyer had already told her. While her goal in the scene was to
discover some piece of information that would have supported his innocence, Austin was
unable to give her anything helpful. Carol resorted to preaching her mantra, “Just be
honest, and everything will be fine.” This line allowed Carol’s belief in the absolutes of
right and wrong to be reinforced.
As Carol walked to the door, Austin asked her to do his laundry. This line gave
Carol a defined, though seemly trivial, objective. It was later that Carol remembered the
request and wondered whether or not her son was trying to tell her something.
The line was also designed to add suspense, without revealing Austin’s guilt.
Austin’s dialogue and actions had to portray the illusion of a shell-shocked teenager,
whose girlfriend had just been murdered, in order for there to be a surprise reversal, when
his guilt was revealed.
The script called for a “lanky kid with a young face for a teenager.” Such a
casting for this character served to mislead the audience into underestimating what he
was capable of doing, just as Carol did. The audience was also given several facts that
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supported Austin’s innocence, which served to further remove suspicion that he was the
murderer
Carol’s house was the setting for a brief montage in which she was shown
busying herself with chores. This action allowed the audience to see that Carol handled
stress in her life by staying busy. A close up of a family portrait emphasized that Carol
had only Austin. This photograph foreshadowed the emotional speech Carol gave later in
the film. The scene also served to draw out the suspense as to when Carol would do
Austin’s laundry.
The next scene showed Carol in Austin’s messy room with a laundry basket in her
arms. Model airplanes and baseball trophies decorated the room, suggesting that Austin
had never tried to shed the image of a child. Carol immediately began to clean up the
room, her actions hinting to the audience that she had not encouraged Austin to grow up.
Since the scene contained no dialogue, it was necessary to move the action
quickly, in order to avoid dragging out the suspense. Carol noticed an overflowing
laundry hamper, emptied it, and discovered a black trash bag at the bottom. This moment
gave the audience its first hint at the forth coming revelation. Carol dumped the bag on
the floor and a loud thud was heard. She removed several items of clothing and
discovered a revolver.
The discovery of the gun was plot point I of the story. From the beginning, Carol
was constantly reassured that her son was innocent and was about to be freed. The gun
served as a reversal in Carol’s situation, which forced her to reassess her plight. The
discovery of the gun was also a fulfillment audience expectations since hearing Austin
ask his mother to do his laundry.
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The gun put the responsibility of the murder squarely on Austin’s shoulders. He
was guilty, and Carol’s knowledge of his irrefutable guilt was essential for the future
emotional development of the story. Austin included Carol in his guilt by telling her
where the gun was. He put the full burden of his guilt and his future on her, with his
request for her to “do my laundry.”
Carol then knew that her original plan of waiting for Austin to get home would no
longer be a plausible course of action. She responded by sitting motionless against a
wall, holding a picture of her son and the smiling girl he murdered. Carol was forced into
action, when the doorbell rang, and despite her ignoring it, the knocking continued. She
rose to answer it.
For the story to proceed, Carol needed a catalyst that would force her to confront
her suppressed emotional turmoil. A policeman, sent to her home, to follow up on the
murder investigation, fulfilled that purpose. It was necessary for Carol to feel
comfortable enough around the officer so that she would let her emotional guard down
enough to tell her story about her son. As such, the police officer could not be a
menacing, intimidating presence. The arrival of the police officer also served as the
midpoint for the story.
Jack Harper was to be a young, nervous rookie, who felt he was imposing by
being at Carol’s house at such a late hour. In his introduction, he explained that he was
supposed to question Carol at the station, but did not get his job done. He said, “They’re
pretty insistent I get this done as soon as possible.” Harper seemed to say that although
he was on the police force, he was not one of “them.” This key line established Harper,
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in Carol’s eye, as being unrelated to the policemen that were trying to find evidence to
keep her son in jail.
With a police officer in the house, the underlying tension increased as the
audience and Carol knew there was a gun in the bedroom. However, Harper was
ignorant of this fact. He began his questioning by reading down his list. The questions
were routine so the audience would not think that Harper was trying to trick Carol into
confessing.
At first, Carol was able to answer without a display of feeling, but the questions
continued to come. When Harper asked, “Do you own any guns in your home?”, Carol
was finally forced to confront her emotions. Emotionally exhausted, she sat down at the
table. To the inexperienced Harper, this would be the act of any person who had been
through a trying day.
Harper’s cell phone rang at this moment. This call from Harper’s wife served as
plot point II. The call triggered Harper’s and Carol’s conversation about family and
children. It was sufficient motivation for Carol to tell the story she had been thinking
about since finding the gun.
Carol’s speech served as the way for her to express the emotional conflict she was
feeling towards her son. The story climaxed with the simple fact that Austin chose Carol,
over all others. Carol’s commitment to her son became evident when she told Harper that
there were no guns in her home and Harper soon left.
A brief montage was used to end the film. In it, Carol gathered the dirty clothes
and gun and hurriedly left the house. Although the actual ending was left open, the
audience was presented with enough evidence to believe that Carol was going to destroy
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the gun. The audience was left to wonder how this act would affect Carol’s future
relationship with her son.

Directing
The casting of the film began with a careful analysis of each character, so that the
best possible actor for each role could be selected. For the part of Carol, there were two
major requirements. First, the actress had to be someone of the appropriate age, who
could believably have a 17 year old son. The film would have failed outright if the
audience could not have accepted Austin as the actress’ son. Second, the actress had to
demonstrate the ability to play through Carol’s emotional arc during the audition process.
Had the actress been unable to draw the audience into her world during her emotional
changes, the film would not have been engaging. Finding an actress who met both of
these requirements proved to be difficult.
Word of mouth from other graduate students was the most successful method for
finding potential actresses, and resulted in two possible considerations. Each actress
presented with her own strengths and weaknesses. One actress had a naturally powerful
and controlling presence on screen. A confident tone was evident in each of her script
readings. Her tone was exactly what was needed to portray Carol in the beginning of the
film. However, this actress struggled to shed the authoritative façade when the script
called for Carol to breakdown and tell the custody story of Austin. She was never able to
give a fully sympathetic delivery of Carol’s monologue.
The other actress, Lydia Laine, portrayed a more sympathetic character in her
readings of the script. Her natural personality was friendly and social, and it seemed that
the audience would have an easier time identifying with her as Carol. During her test
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reading of the monologue, she was able to gradually let her emotions progress through
the piece. Although she could not, in the audition, demonstrate the powerful personality
of Carol, needed at the beginning of the film, she was selected for the part. It appeared
that it would be much easier to guide her to display a more powerful character, than it
would have been to help the first actress improve her emotional delivery.
The character of Jack Harper was the second most important part in the film, and
proved to be the most difficult to cast. The part was written for a specific actor, who was
unable to accept the role due to scheduling conflicts. Two open casting calls for the part
proved fruitless. Hunter McGregor was finally recommended by both Carmen Torres
and Todd Campbell. Hunter had been cast as a police officer in several previous films,
including two graduate student projects. After an audition in which he demonstrated his
ability to perform the part of a nervous, unsure cop who would not present a threat to
Carol, he was cast in the part.
In evaluating the effectiveness of this casting choice, the amount of negative
feedback by test audiences toward the Harper character cannot be ignored. Many viewers
stated that they had a hard time believing Hunter was a police officer, because of his
behavior, and his lack of a uniform. However, Hunter was not to blame for this. The
fault was in the creation and screen development of the Harper character. In order to
portray Harper as someone Carol could talk to, he could not be a threatening presence.
But the decision to have him appear in street clothing, as well as be nervous, conflicted
with the audience’s expectations of a policeman and caused confusion. It was this
confusion that resulted in a negative audience reaction to the Harper character. More
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consideration should have been placed on striking a balance between an audience’s
perception of a police officer and the individual needs of the story.
Phil Karnel, a faculty member in the FTCA department at UNO, was originally
cast for the character of Greg Nowak. However, the day of the shoot, Phil was unable to
perform due to illness. This led to the biggest challenge faced while shooting. Although
rescheduling the shooting of the scene was considered, the decision was made to
approach a known actor, who would be able to learn his lines and deliver a strong
performance, with only a few hours notice. Dr. David Hoover, the Department Chair for
FTCA, was asked to fill the role of Greg Nowak, and he accepted. David brought a
“down home” feel to the character. His performance was honest and sincere as he
provided Carol with the facts and support in her hour of need.
Austin was only onscreen for one scene and, in this scene, had to give a
performance that would mislead the audience, so that they would not be convinced of his
guilt. Tyler Russell was cast as Austin, not only because he was a strong actor, but also
because he could conceivably play a 17 year old, even though he is in his twenties.
Tyler’s performance as a baffled, frightened teenager connected with audiences in such
as way that very few of them reported that they believed him to be guilty of the murder of
his girlfriend. His performance created an ambiguous effect, so that the audience did not
realize his guilt initially, but, upon reflection after seeing the film, could view his actions
as suspicious.
The role of Beth Wade, the teacher in the first scene, was a late addition to the
script. The need for an actress in a short time frame did not allow for an open casting
call. Yet, a reliable actress was needed, as the part required the actress to win the
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audience’s sympathy within a few lines. The role was in strong contrast to the powerful,
unyielding Carol. Carmen Torres, a UNO graduate student, was cast in the part.
The success of the performances was due in large part to the fact that the actors
fully understood their characters, and the circumstances in which they found themselves.
Detailed back story for each character was given to the actors so that they could prepare
for their performances. During preproduction of the movie, meetings were held with
each actor to talk about his or her character. For example, a meeting with Carmen
Torres, who played Beth Wade, focused on how to use the limited amount of screen time,
so that the character could achieve a connection with the audience. If the audience
perceived Beth as deserving of a second chance for a minor mistake, and saw that Carol
refused to bend the rules for this sweet teacher, the result would be that the audience
gained a better understanding of Carol’s views of right and wrong.
In a meeting about the character of Greg Nowak, it was explained that this lawyer
was the first person who appeared to be on Carol’s side. The audience needed to
understand that in a time of serious need, the only person Carol had to call was a lawyer
from work. This would help emphasize how alone Carol was. It was agreed that Greg
would act as if he was consoling a total stranger who had just been through a very
traumatic experience. His action was to console, and his objective was to comfort. His
performance had to be filled with moments of uncomfortable silence as he grappled with
what to say next to a familiar woman he barely knew. Such a performance would
convince the audience that, except for Austin, Carol was completely alone in the world.
When a performance did not achieve the desired effect, a variety of methods were
used to help the actor. For example, in the first scene when Carol finally answered the
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phone call from Austin, she needed to show the audience how frustrated and indifferent
she felt, even though her secretary had informed her that it was urgent. If Carol were
focused on something else, the phone call would obviously appear unimportant to her.
However, during numerous takes, Lydia displayed too much concern over Austin when
she answered the phone. The first attempt at correcting the performance was to explain
that in Carol’s mind, it was just a phone call to inform her that they are out of milk in the
house. After unsatisfactory several takes, a new tactic was used. Lydia was given a sheet
of paper with a sentence written on it. She was charged with copying the sentence
perfectly, while she answered the phone. Both her priority and objective were to copy
this sentence flawlessly, and to treat the dialogue as a secondary concern. With this new
approach, Lydia was able to take the phone call with the indifference needed, and, in two
takes, the shot was complete.

Production Design
Through production design, many opportunities were created so that information
could be revealed about the characters. Spencer Abadie, the production designer, filled
the spaces in all locations, so that each setting conveyed something about the characters.
In Carol’s office, her sense of professionalism and organization were implied. Several
props, including a dual pen mount, were placed prominently on her desk. Encyclopedias
in the background suggested a high level of education, as well as an academic setting.
The desk and office were meticulously organized and mirrored the control that Carol had
over her life. Pictures of Austin were placed on shelves in the back of the room,
indicating that family had been a neglected priority in her life.
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Although the actual location was an office, it was being used as a storage closet
and contained several boxes. One of the stipulations made in allowing the use of the
room, was that the boxes could not be moved out of the room. However, if the boxes
appeared on film, the audience would infer that Carol was either unorganized or in
transit. The problem was solved when several of the boxes were hidden by a large book
case. The remaining boxes were covered with a black bed sheet so they would be lost in
the shadows at the edge of the frame.
It was necessary for the audience to be able to immediately identify the next
location as a police station. Props that would create a convincing setting were essential,
as the real location was a hallway in the Kirshman Business building. Again, with
permission to shoot in this location, came certain stipulations. Nothing could be attached
to the walls with anything other than painter’s tape. Since painter’s tape can only support
very light weight materials, items that could be hung from the walls were limited.
Spencer located several 1 inch block letters that were able to be mounted on the wall with
the tape. The letters were prominently featured as they spelled out the words, “Vesta
Police Dept.” in this important scene. This set decoration not only served to orient the
audience to the new setting, but also loomed over Carol during the entire scene. The
ominous air was completed by a police flag which was also hung from the wall.
The interrogation room was noteworthy for its lack of production design. A
simple table and two chairs effectively portrayed the location. Since the focus of this
scene was on the characters and their relationship, it was important that nothing in the
background distract the audience from the interaction.
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Production design played an important role in the creation of Austin’s room.
While the audience had already met the 17 year old Austin, they saw in his room a place
that could have been home to an eleven year old. This set dressing emphasized Carol’s
view of her son as an immature child. The shelves were packed with little league
baseball trophies, model airplanes, and a wooden display that spelled out “Austin.” The
scene was introduced with a close up of this shelf, which quickly established the
discrepancy between the real Austin and his room. Laundry was strewn about the floor,
and while this played an important part in the story, it also served to show how
irresponsible Austin was with his possessions. Austin’s dirty room also indicated that
this was an area outside Carol’s sphere of influence. Every other location associated with
her was organized and clean. The messiness suggested that Carol rarely ventured into
this room, confirming the distance between Carol and her son. After she discovered the
gun, she sat in the room and stared, trying to reconcile her image of her son with the
picture that was quickly unfolding. She had to come to an acceptance of the fact that he
was capable of much more than she imagined.
The kitchen was Carol’s domain. While it contained dirty dishes in the sink, the
overall picture was one of neatness and organization. The dirty dishes demonstrated that
Carol left just enough mess behind so that she would always have something with which
to busy herself.

Cinematography
Shooting was pre-planned to avoid confusion or delays caused by the camera set
ups. Key personnel traveled to the locations weeks in advance, to take detailed still
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pictures of the setting. These efforts allowed the production to maximize each setting’s
unique layout when the shots were pre-planned. For example, the study revealed that in
the hallway being used for the police station, there were deep alcoves on one side in
which a dolly track could be easily, and unobtrusively, set. As a result, the dolly shot
which established the police station was created. The study of the kitchen location
revealed that there was not enough room to place the camera in order to film a close up of
Carol. A plan was made to place the camera outside the house, and shoot through the
kitchen window so that the close ups could be obtained.
When planning the shots, the goal was to maximize the coverage of each scene.
This effort proved to be especially beneficial in the kitchen scene. The dialogue
exchange between Harper and Carol was covered from seven angles. Each angle
captured a specific emotional aspect of the scene. For example, while Carol washed
dishes at the sink, a shot was made from Harper’s perspective which showed Carol only
from her back. This shot reinforced to the audience that, from Harper’s perspective,
Carol was calmly washing the dishes. Nothing in her behavior would cause him to
suspect anything. The shot from Harper’s perspective was contrasted with a profile shot
of Carol at the sink. From this angle, Carol’s facial reactions could be seen by the
audience. Her reactions were subtle, often involving a simple glance, but something that
could not be seen from Harper’s perspective. The audience was able to understand the
scene from each character’s perspective, due, in large part, to the abundance of angles
from which shots were made.
Color temperature was also used to influence the audience’s perception in
different locations. Warm lighting temperature was used in areas that were in Carol’s
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comfort zone, in both the office and house locations. Through the use of orange and red
tints in these locations, the audience could sense Carol’s feelings of comfort and safety.
Conversely, a cool temperature was used for settings that were foreign and threatening to
Carol. A cool temperature was used in both the police station hallway and in the
interrogation room with Austin. Both scenes featured a blue tint to accentuate feelings of
danger and suspense.
A low key lighting set up was used for most of the film. In this set up, shadows
were emphasized, creating the feelings of uneasiness and mystery. Stanley Kubrick’s
Eyes Wide Shut was referenced in order to identify ways to make a seemingly innocent
kitchen appear menacing. Austin’s bedroom scene featured a dark room, lit by only a
small table lamp and a length of rope light running along a bookcase. The shadows in the
room suggested an ominous presence, in contrast to the innocent childish objects located
there. When Carol discovered the gun, her face was half in shadow, half in light, which
hinted at the coming choice she had to make.
It was important that the lights not distract from the performance. Each light had
to be properly motivated, so that the audience would not question the source of a strange
light. As such, an abundance of practical lighting was used throughout the film, to
suggest the location of a room’s light. The multiple practical lights, used in each scene,
allowed for freedom to place the film lights with full confidence of their properness in
that the audience’s eye.
It was often necessary to balance an existing practical light in order for it to fit the
lighting set up. In the kitchen scene, the camera pans with Carol and Harper as they walk
from the front door to the kitchen. A chandelier was in the middle of the shot. It had six
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60 watt light bulbs that washed out the image and destroyed the low key lighting
approach. The 60 watt bulbs were replaced with six 2 watt bulbs, which barely emitted
any light at all. However, since the 2 watt bulbs did provide a glow, they suggested to
the audience that the chandelier was responsible for lighting the scene.
The Lowell lighting kit was used for most of the lighting in the film. These lights
are extremely light weight and compact, and can be placed in tight locations or hung from
the ceiling. Standard household light bulbs can be used with this kit, which is beneficial
in films such as this one, when it is important to mimic the tungsten feel of household
bulbs. In the kitchen location, a preexisting row of spot lights was pointed directly on the
kitchen counter. However, in the spot where the Harper character stood, there was no
light. If left unaltered, the audience may have attempted to find meaning in the fact that
Harper enters a shadow area for his questioning. To correct for this, a Lowell light was
hung from above, at the same position as the preexisting spotlights, and with the exact
bulb used by the other spot lights. This seamlessly tied together the lighting of the room,
and served to focus the audience’s attention on the performance rather than the lighting.
In Covered, camera movements were used to emphasize key emotional moments
in the film. Three critical moments were selected for dolly shots. The first dolly shot
was used to gradually ease the audience into the police station hallway. The jump from
her office to the police station was a major emotional turning point for Carol, who was
forced to adapt to the new uncertainties of her situation. The dolly shot emphasized the
significant change this character made in a matter of one cut in the edit. In the previous
scene, Carol dominated the frame as she fired the young teacher. In the police hallway,
Carol appeared diminutive and small in the large space of the hallway. The second dolly
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shot was used when Carol told the story of her son at the divorce proceedings. The dolly
moved very slowly and almost went unnoticed. As Carol became more emotional during
her story, the camera crept in. By the time Carol reached the climax of her story, the
camera was tight on her. The audience was able to fully empathize with this distressed
mother whose son was all she had.

Editing
After production wrapped, the priority was to quickly assemble a rough cut and
begin the process of obtaining feedback. While there were parts of the film that
immediately stood out as potential cuts, the first cut was assembled as close to the
shooting script as possible. This strategy allowed for the viewing of the story as it was
scripted, and presented the opportunity to identify places where either script or
performance were lacking.
A common audience complaint from the rough cut was that Carol was being
upstaged by the other actors in each scene. It was noted that in some instances, the
editing tended to favor stronger performances by supporting actors over sub- par
performances by the lead. As a result, scenes lost focus and confused the audience.
For example, the original script for the first scene in which Carol fired the teacher,
called for Carol to listen silently while Beth pled her case. The result was a scene that
was almost entirely about the Beth character. To remedy this problem, the majority of
Beth’s lines were edited out, and an increased amount of time was spent focusing on
Carol’s reaction shots as she listened. With these edits, the audience could focus on the
main character, Carol.
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The rough cut also provided an opportunity to identify parts of the film which
bordered on the melodramatic. The police station hallway scene, in particular, struck a
melodramatic chord with several viewers who saw the rough cut. For example, in the
original script, Carol openly grieved for the murdered girl. She talked to Greg about
having dinner with her, and making strawberry sweet tea, which was the girl’s favorite
drink. The purpose of this dialogue was to establish a link between Carol and the victim,
so that Carol’s ultimate decision would be more difficult to make. However, this
dialogue caused Carol to shed her emotional shield much too early in the film, and as a
result, the audience interpreted it as overly dramatic. This dialogue also caused Carol’s
major speech at the end of the film to lose its potency, as the audience expected an
emotional outburst from her, having seen one earlier in the film. The surprise of her
emotional arc was lost.
Major revisions were also required to the scene with Harper at Carol’s front door.
The original scene featured a bumbling Harper trying to explain why he was on Carol’s
doorstep, but audiences expressed their inability to accept this man as a police officer. In
response to this criticism, Harper’s entrance was edited to make him appear more
confident. Instead of giving details about his mistakes, in the final cut, he simply
identified himself, and asked if he could ask Carol a few questions. These edits brought
Harper’s character closer to the audience standard for a policeman.
During the filming of the kitchen scene, Carol’s performance failed to reach the
needed emotional levels during Harper’s questioning. When Harper asked several
questions in quick succession, Carol was to grow increasingly agitated and angry.
However, in response to the questioning, Carol was either extremely agitated, or
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incredibly calm. Since the situation occurred near the end of the shooting day, the
decision was made to create this build up in editing.
Although there was no emotional build up within the takes themselves, Carol’s
varied performances on all the takes featured the complete range of emotion needed for
the scene. A series of takes was dedicated to Carol simply saying the word “No,” with
different expression. In editing, the build-up was created using a combination of these
takes, with an end result of emotional escalation, which ended with Carol banging her
hands on the sink in disgust.
Several people who viewed the rough cut stated that this much of an emotional
outburst from Carol and would certainly be an obvious sign of guilt that even a rookie
officer could not miss. In response, Carol’s reaction to the questioning was then
mellowed by using footage from the various “No” takes.
While Carol’s performance of the final speech at the film’s climax received a
positive reaction, there were several complaints about the speech being too slow and
lengthy. Comments centered on the unnecessary fillers in the speech. But cuts that could
be made were limited, since it was one continuous take on a dolly. The speech was pared
down to its essential lines and cut-a-ways of Harper were used whenever a cut in the
speech was made. The result was a monologue with a smooth flow, without distractions.
The final version of the film was very well received. Audience reaction to the
pacing was almost universally positive. In addition, no audience member reported that
they were bored by the movie. These positive reactions resulted from the solid
performances by the cast, as well as the strong editing pace of the story.
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Sound
While sound is one of the most unnoticed elements of a film when done properly,
it is the most noticed when poorly executed. As such, a substantial portion of the budget
for Covered was allocated to the hiring of an experienced sound mixer and boom
operator, so that the best possible production audio could be recorded on-set. With high
quality audio, sound could be used to effectively support the emotional development of
the story.
One critical task was to find proper sound effects to accompany the emotional
events in the script. For example, when Carol emptied the black trash bag containing the
murder weapon, a sound was needed to indicate the gun hitting the floor. This sound
would also create a sense of mystery and surprise for the audience, as they expected to
hear only clothes falling softly to the floor. The loud metallic thud heard in the scene was
achieved by recording a large metal weight hitting a wooden floor.
Sound effects also played an important role as Carol sat alone in Austin’s room,
reeling from the discovery of the gun her son used to murder his girlfriend. As she sat,
stunned, a doorbell was heard, followed immediately by persistent knocking. These
sound effects were used to increase the suspense of the scene, and create the concern that
someone was about to enter the house and catch Carol with the gun. The audience’s
expectation of danger based on these sounds was in direct contrast to the sight of the
timid police officer who was revealed when Carol opened the door. The audience had to
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immediately adjust their expectations and question whether or not this officer would be
able to discover the gun.
Once picture lock had been achieved, the Avid project was imported into Nuendo,
a stand alone audio adjustment program, in which the sound was mixed for the finished
film. Within this program, the overall sound levels were adjusted, so that the variations
between shots and takes were smoothed. Even though the film was shot in quiet
locations, each camera set up required a new sound set up as well. The slight variations
of frequencies, resulting from the multiple takes, had to be blended together, so that
smooth transitions from shot to shot could be achieved.
In post production sound, the ambient sound in each scene was modified so that it
would reinforce the emotions of the characters. David Sonnenschein stated in his book,
Sound Design, that the key element was to “look for the subtext that these environments
may lend to the development of the story and characters.” For example, the police station
hallway seemed empty because it was devoid of all life, except for the two characters
talking to each other. Sound, however, was used to accentuate how alone they actually
were. The simple rumble of an air conditioner was used to create a sense of uneasiness.
Police car sirens in the distance emphasized the danger of the situation for Carol and her
son.
The scene with Carol and Austin at the police station required special attention to
sound, due to on-set recording problems. The sound in the scene was originally
dominated by a loud air conditioner roar, which made it impossible for the audience to
easily hear what the characters were saying. This sound was such a distraction for the
audience that that they became removed from the emotional development of the story.
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Every attempt to remove the air conditioner roar made the audio even worse. The sound
in the scene was finally corrected through the use of ADR, automatic dialogue
replacement. In this technique, the actors re-record their dialogue in a controlled sound
environment. Both Tyler and Lydia re-recorded their lines in such an environment,
attempting to match their previous performances.
In addition to the dialogue, the ambient sound for the entire room had to be
recreated. To accomplish this, the air conditioner roar was recorded and placed on an
isolated track, so it could be individually adjusted. Sound effects, such as the door
opening, and Carol sitting down in the chair, were recorded as well. The end result was a
scene in which the sound design was constructed entirely in post production sound.
These efforts eliminated every distraction for the audience, so that the emotional
development of the story could continue.
Music was also created for the film in Nuendo. Music was needed to underscore
the key emotional moments of the film, without bringing attention to itself. In order to
determine the exact type of music that would best accomplish this task, several temporary
music tracks were added to the rough cut of the film. These temporary tracks featured
very simple melodies played by somber strings. Audience reaction to the temporary
tracks was very positive. However, since the temporary tracks could not be used in the
final film cut without copyright violations, original music had to be written that would
give the same feel as the temporary tracks had done. The software program Halion
Strings was used to compose the original music entirely in Nuendo. Halion Strings is
program that contains not only virtual renderings of a real instruments, but also
recordings of these string instruments, as played by professional musicians. These
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samples are programmed onto a MIDI keyboard. To create music, the exact notes are
selected by striking notes on the keyboard. Volume for the various instruments can be
adjusted, as well. Because of this program, a virtual professional string section was
available for use in creating the original music for Covered. The original music
underscored the film, and mirrored the style and feel of the well received temporary
tracks. The music created with Halion Strings and heard in the final cut was very well
received by audiences.

Technology and Workflow

Many software programs were used during the production of Covered, and the
production crew was able to take advantage of recent upgrades in equipment and
software made by the UNO film program. The screenwriting program, Final Draft, was
used extensively in the preproduction stage. The original script was written with this
program, and various charts and organizational graphs to aid in filming were exported.
The charts used were about characters, props, and location breakdowns. In addition, the
program allowed for a PDF version of the script to be easily exported, so that it could be
sent to cast and crew.
The storyboarding program, Frameforge, was used to create detailed overheads of
the sets and locations. These overheads proved to be quite helpful, as the main shooting
location was over 45 minutes away. The distance to the location hindered a large tech
scout, so the overheads were used to plan the actual storyboards for the film, as well as,
assist with the blocking of the actors’ movements. With these preliminaries done, the
cast and crew could be familiarized with the size and space of each location on the day of
the shoot.
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Adobe Photoshop CS3 was used to organize the picture storyboards taken by the
director of photography. The picture storyboards were taken on location with a digital
still camera, which was positioned in a manner similar to what would be the position of
the camera on day of the shoot. The storyboards were organized in the shooting order of
the day, and given to key personnel on set, including the sound mixer and assistant
director.
Entertainment Partner software, MovieMagic, also proved useful during the
preproduction phase of the film. Both the scheduling and budgeting components of this
program were used to create detailed breakdowns of the scenes. These documents were
combined in production folders that were given to the key personal on set.
The film was shot on the Panasonic HVX200 camera, which was selected because
it was the highest quality camera available through the University equipment room. This
camera allowed the film to be shot in high definition on solid state P2 media cards, and
since the P2 cards made it unnecessary to record on tape, playback was easily achieved.
The HVX200 camera records MXF files onto a P2 card. The size of these files depends
on the shooting rate and resolution. Covered was shot using the 720p (progressive) at 24
frames per second native. These settings allowed for 40 minutes of footage to be
contained on a 16GB P2 card. As the production had access to only two P2 cards, it was
necessary to download the footage from one card, while shooting with the other. It was
essential to avoid using the camera as a transfer device, because shooting would stop
while the camera dumped the footage. A crew member was designated as the P2
specialist, in charge of managing the P2 media. It was this crew member who was
responsible for the proper transfer of each card. A laptop was on set for transferring the
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P2 media. This was an extremely efficient transfer method, and shooting was never
delayed by the transfers. The dailies were available to watch at the end of each shooting
day.
Production audio was recorded using the Fostex FR-2 digital audio recorder. The
FR-2 records audio on a 2GB Flash card in the form of WAV files. Due to the large
capacity of the Flash card, it was never necessary to dump the audio during a day of
shooting. The audio mixer was in charge of transferring the sound after the shoot, to two
designated hard drives before reformatting the card for the next day’s shoot. This
strategy allowed for multiple copies of the audio to exist, providing backup in case of
damage to one hard drive.
After shooting was complete, the MXF and WAV files were imported into Avid
Media Composer, so that the files could be edited. The clips were synced with their
respective audio tracks, and the cut was assembled. Since only basic titles were required,
the Avid Marquee tool was sufficient for this task. The scale of the opening title was key
framed in this program to create a slight zoom in on the main title. After picture locked
had been reached, the director of photography color corrected the film using the Avid
color correction application.
Once the picture was completely finished, the focus shifted to postproduction
sound. The sound was exported from Avid as an AAF file, and then imported into
Steinberg Nuendo, which was used for all the post production audio. The AAF file was
advantageous because it maintains audio clips and their relative locations on the timeline,
which enabled an easy transition from Avid to Nuendo. In order to have a reference video
track to be used while work was completed on the audio, a Quicktime MOV file was
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exported at 15:1 resolution. Since the picture was only to be used as a reference, it was
not necessary to have a large, high quality file. Once the audio was corrected, the sound
was exported as a stereo WAV file.
The finished picture was exported as a standard-definition MPEG-2 file for the
DVD creation. Adobe Encore was used for the DVD project. Photoshop was used to
generate the various menu pages and button roll overs. The stereo audio file and MPEG2 were synced within the DVD program and exported from Encore. In addition to having
the finished Encore project, a build folder of the DVD was created, and will allow for
future creation of the DVD file. In addition to the standard definition version of the film,
an uncompressed QuickTime file was exported which can be transferred to various tape
mediums.
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Chapter 3
Additional Influences on the Story
The basis for the story was an incident that took place in the town of Irondale,
Alabama, a suburb of Birmingham. Ryan Fuller (not his real name) was perceived by his
peers and teachers to be a poor student, who was away from school, due to truancy and
suspensions, more than he was present. He dropped out of high school and became
involved with a criminal element. His crimes eventually led to his arrest for the
possession of marijuana in his car. Although he could have been charged with drug
trafficking, he was released without further investigation.
The story was leaked to the public a month later. The members of the Irondale
City Council initiated their own investigation to find out how the story was exposed. The
public soon learned that Ryan’s father was a member of the city council, and had played
a large role in keeping the initial incident from the public. He had used his connections
to completely absolve his son of any wrong doing. The person responsible for the leak
was never found, however, and the public soon forgot about the story.
Two years later, Ryan was shot and killed by drug dealers during a botched drug
sell. The story’s tragic ending demonstrated that the father’s actions, though seemingly
to protect his son, only hastened Ryan’s death. Because he was not punished for his
crime, the son continued with his illegal behavior, and his murder was the result.
Changes were made to the actual event in the writing of the screenplay, Covered.
The main character needed to be a woman, as it was believed that audiences could better
sympathize with a lonely mother who chose to protect her son, rather than a stronger
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father. The actual murder was deemphasized, as well. The murder in Covered was only
the catalyst for brining mother and son together.
Several Hollywood films were used to provide a springboard for ideas as to how
to approach this topic. As stated earlier, the main influence was the film Ordinary
People (1980) by Robert Redford. In this film, a family struggled to stay together after
one son was killed in a boating accident, and the other son, unsuccessfully, attempted
suicide.
While this movie dealt with the themes of lost love and death, it ended on an
optimistic tone, with the father and remaining son beginning the repair of their
relationship. The feeling of optimism that a parent and child could be reunited provided
the inspiration for the ending of Covered. While Carol’s choice to protect her son will
likely end in disaster for him, the strong maternal feelings she displays when her child is
in trouble touch the audience.
In the Valley of Elah (2007) by Paul Haggis provided guidance in dealing with a
family torn apart by a murder. In this film, a father learned that his son was AWOL from
his military base. The father began an investigation into the son’s disappearance and
discovered that his son had been murdered. The father grieved over the loss of his son
and mourned the fact that he might have done something to help him. The father found
the murderer, but it did not bring the closure he sought.
The father in this movie provided inspiration for the development of the character
of Carol. In the film, the father is a retired career man who made his way up the ladder
with hard work and long hours. His choice to focus on his career resulted in his having
only a superficial relationship with his son. The father attempted to solve his son’s
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murder as a means of making up for years of neglecting him. Carol is in a similar
situation, except she feels there is still time to remedy the situation and save her
relationship with her son.
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Chapter 4
Analysis
In order to gauge audience perception of the film, test screenings were held as
soon as a rough cut could be shown. These screening sessions were one-on-one
viewings, in which the viewer’s reactions were closely observed throughout the film.
The test screeners were carefully selected, and included film students as well as persons
with no background in film studies. As such, initial feedback consisted of both story
critiques and technical comments. It was because of this early feedback that several
critical problems, pacing and performance deficits, were identified.
Once a second cut was made, the film was shown to a broader audience, which
included people of varying ages and genders. Comment cards were distributed to the
audience in order to gather information about specific parts of the film, such as the level
of sympathy felt for Carol. Questions ranged from the broad, “Did you feel this film was
boring?”, to the specific, “Were you surprised by the revelation of the gun?” Use of the
comment cards also enabled, audience members to make additional comments or ask
more questions. An analysis of these cards revealed several common concerns and
praises.
A common criticism was that the first scene, in Carol’s office, was confusing.
Several screeners were unsure as to why the scene was even included in the film as it did
not directly relate to the murder. The teacher, Beth, who was being fired also confused
screeners. Because the majority of the Beth’s speech was edited out, the exact conflict
between Carol and Beth was ambiguous. Since the purpose of the scene was to show
Carol rigorously enforcing rules, regardless of the details of a situation, it was felt that the
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scene was satisfactory. However, with the knowledge that the scene was obviously
confusing to the viewers, some of Beth’s lines were added back into her speech, to clarify
that her offense was minor and might be overlooked. While the reworked scene still
retained a sense of mystery, future audiences seemed to accept it as an introduction to
Carol’s character.
The most severe criticism was directed toward the character of Jack Harper, and
this criticism was universal among audiences. The viewers could not accept him as a
police officer. He was thought to be too young, more akin to a high school teacher, than
a police officer. One viewer stated, “He was a bit fidgety but not in a way that conveyed
a nervous detective, more like a fidgety actor.” They also felt that even a nervous police
officer would have recognized the signs of guilt in Carol when she banged her hands on
the sink. Decisions concerning his costume played a role in these perceptions and could
not be modified. To address other concerns, Harper’s performance was edited so that it
lost some of its unappealing nature. Carol’s reaction to Harper’s questioning was also
edited, so that audiences could understand why he was not suspicious of her.
Another criticism from some was that Carol never fully debated the decision as to
what to do with the gun. They felt she made the decision as soon as she found the gun,
and it was only a matter of having the time to destroy the evidence, and, thus, save her
son. Both writing and editing decisions caused these audience perceptions. One cause
was that the murdered girl was a total stranger to the audience, and, seemingly to Carol,
as attempts to humanize the victim were edited out. For some audience members, this
made Carol’s choice one sided, and, there was no surprise when Carol chose her son.
One screener wrote, “I felt she was not debating the issue, and her speech at the end was
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merely justification.” However, this complaint is equaled by praises for Carol’s
performance when she does decide to choose her son. Though the decision to save her
son might not have been a surprise, Carol’s heartfelt speech connected with the majority
of viewers. Instead of the film’s climax being achieved through Carol’s action of
choosing her son, it was reached when she expressed her reasons for choosing him.
Many areas of the film were found by audiences to be quite successful, even from
the first cut. 90% of screeners reported that they were able to clearly follow the
progression of the story. This percentage confirmed that the goal of screenwriting, to
present a clear story without the assistance of narration, was achieved. Viewers did not
find the film melodramatic.
The most important response from audience members was the very positive
reaction to Carol’s character. The primary goal of this screen play was to create a
sympathetic main character, who would retain the audience’s sympathy despite her
criminal act. The majority of audience members stated that they did feel sympathy for
Carol, and not one reported that they disliked her. One screener wrote, “I did connect
with her as a mother distraught because of her situation. I began thinking of how awful it
would be to have a son ruin his life like that.” The connection audiences expressed with
Carol was important evidence that the primary goal of this project was achieved. The
film was perceived by audiences and crew to be a success.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Many worthwhile lessons were learned during the production of Covered. While
the goal of telling a dramatic story without relying on narration was accomplished, during
the editing of the film, certain lines in the script stood out as causing a melodramatic feel
to particular scenes. These lines should have been removed during the script writing
stage, and would have been, had enough outside feedback been sought. Fortunately, the
lines were removed from the finished film. The lesson learned was that a polished script
is essential when creating a film, and it is a writer’s duty to get feedback about the script
from fellow writers, as well as impartial readers.
In casting for the role of Jack Harper, the actor’s resume was used to find him
suitable for the part, rather than a full audition process. The role was challenging, since
the character was required to go against type, and, more effort should have been made to
ensure that the audience could believe the performance. Correction might have been as
simple as putting the actor in a police uniform, or it may have required a total rewrite of
the character. The casting lesson learned was actors must be selected that will be an
acceptable fit, in the audience’s eye, for the role.
Rehearsals for the film were deliberately kept to a minimum, in order to
encourage spontaneous performances during production. However, some of the actors
were not experienced enough to effectively perform with this method. Unrehearsed parts
of the script were often the hardest to shoot, as the actor had to do multiple takes before
achieving a satisfactory performance. Even the smallest of tasks, such as listening and
reacting to a fellow actor, presented difficulty for some of the actors on set. In contrast,
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performances of the parts of the story that were sufficiently rehearsed turned out
extremely well. The speech that Carol gives at the end of the film was rehearsed several
times, and the performance fleshed out, before the actress even arrived on the set. The
result was a performance universally praised by audiences. The fact that rehearsals
covering the entire script are necessary, not just those for important moments of a film,
was a valuable lesson learned.
Another important lesson was that an experienced crew is essential to any film
project. The crew of Covered was made up of talented individuals, placed in key
positions, such as director of photography, production design, and sound mixer. The
crew adopted the director’s vision for the film, and through their collaboration, this vision
was achieved.
A festival strategy plan has been developed and will be implemented beginning at
the end of April. The film will be submitted to festivals in the Southeast, such as the
New Orleans Film Festival, and the Birmingham Sidewalk Film Festival. The film will
also be submitted to other short film festivals that encourage dramatic material. While it
is too early to know if the film will be accepted by any of these festivals, the extremely
positive audience response to Covered is an indication of a strong future for the film.
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